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About This Game
What is Never Ending Night?
You can say that Never Ending Night is a 2D side-scrolling exploration game. But that'd be akin to describing a tree as a big
stick. Never Ending Night is a game that we poured our heart and soul into. It is a game that evolved as much as we evolved as
individuals. It is a game about relationships, about finding yourself, and about confronting your past.
As Cain, you traverse through a broken world and survive through the mechanical monstrosities that have managed to survive in
this strange microcosm... But don't worry, cue in MLBY, a strange mechanical butterfly sidekick, and you'll be ready to
illuminate your way past beauty, perils, and adventure. By interacting with objects and the environment you can overcome your
enemies as you piece together the remnants of the past. Lanterns will mark your progress through the eerie darkness.
Knight's Saga update is finally out! 10+ Hours of game play, branching story, multiple ending, equipment to collect, open world,
and beating up Sarks!
Knight’s Saga is a fast-paced 2D hack and slash game that puts the player in the body of a Knight. The player can explore this
metallic world and liberate the citizens from the tyranny of the main antagonist, Sarks, and her allies.
Players will progress through a story while exploring an open world full of unique NPCs. Players will make decisions during
events and most interactions, and these decisions will affect the story. Along the way, players will also collect several weapons
and armors that modify their knight. These weapons and armors will make it possible to kill the variety of enemies dispersed
along the world. The general game flow will include going through a quest, fighting an enemy, and returning the completion of
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the quest to an NPC.
Knight’s Saga allows the player to enjoy a more traditional combat RPG in the world of Never Ending Night.

The thing is, Zarek is still growing. Join us, MLBY, and Cain on a journey and let's explore a world that will be updated and
fixed as time goes on.
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Title: Never Ending Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
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Dot Dream
Publisher:
Dot Dream
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2015
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ending night fringe. never ending nightmare. never ending nightmare lyrics. night never ending tab. never-ending night meaning.
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Awesome! I recommend this game!
Never Ending Night is a fun game that reminds of some old school play. I had a lot of fun playing it because there is an
interesting story line and music is amazing. bettI Like this game however dev's need to fix a few problems. This game's physics
are a little off. You can't walk up stairs or hills you have to jump to get up them. Needs a UI. Can't see health or anything like
shown in screen shot unless it's unlocked later. Also needs the ability to click a button for hints. Despite these faults- because
this game is still in the early stages- They have invented a great game. As far as I know It's still playable to the end. I've only
gotten to the second boss. It's visually interesting, but it has major problems. There is no save or pause features for one. No way
to change options or settings after it has been installed, for another. Unless you set the screen size wide enough, action occurs
off screen and you can't scroll over to where it is happening.

If they fix some of these problems, I might give it a better review.. Hey,
I Would Love to give this game a Good review but the game doesnt work.
I have had issues with the game since I Started Playing it. I was trying to do a Playthrough of this game and post it on youtube.
I Put 5 videos on youtube and I had issue with Screen Resolution not showing everything and having to restart to fix the issue.
Events not happening,music cutting out, etc.
I think the game looks ok. the controls are kind of clunky but ok, the story is good the dialog is good but the jokes get annoying
a bit but its still good.
I just wish the game worked so I could Recommend it. IDK if its because of Windows 10 or my elgato software or what but it
just doesnt work.

10-09-2015 Edit: I'm Changing my Recommend to yes because I don't want this game to die. Also the Developer(s) are fixing
everything they can as fast as they can.. Pros:
-beautiful skyboxes
-beautiful music
Cons:
-Movement is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
-Combat is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
-The game knows combat is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because enemies are sparce and require no skill
Mehs:
-I'm putting dialog as a meh because some people might like it. I found the playful banter forced.
To be fair, I've only played the Cain storyline, so I'll give that a chance before I decide to refund it and let you guys know how it
goes.
Update: I forgot that I refunded it before writing a review for the product. I genuinely meant to give this game a fair shake
because it was obvious the developer worked hard on it.. Terrible unity powered physics game. The player will often jerk
around and fail to complete jumps due to inputs not working correctly. I have played free flash games from the early 2000's that
have better physics.
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Certainly is visually interesting. Didn't care much for the tone of the dialogue. The gameplay is pretty boring so I'd consider this
much more of a walking simulator than anything else.
Movement and progression is rather slow, but it also fits with the game's theme and feel. I couldn't get hooked, but it's probably
worth a try.
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